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Abstract
Sequence data is challenging for machine learning approaches, because the
lengths of the sequences may vary between samples. In this paper, we present
an unsupervised learning model for sequence data, called the Integrated Se-
quence Autoencoder (ISA), to learn a fixed-length vectorial representation by
minimizing the reconstruction error. Specifically, we propose to integrate two
classical mechanisms for sequence reconstruction which takes into account both
the global silhouette information and the local temporal dependencies. Further-
more, we propose a stop feature that serves as a temporal stamp to guide the
reconstruction process, which results in a higher-quality representation. The
learned representation is able to effectively summarize not only the apparent
features, but also the underlying and high-level style information. Take for ex-
ample a speech sequence sample: our ISA model can not only recognize the
spoken text (apparent feature), but can also discriminate the speaker who ut-
ters the audio (more high-level style). One promising application of the ISA
model is that it can be readily used in the semi-supervised learning scenario, in
which a large amount of unlabeled data is leveraged to extract high-quality se-
quence representations and thus to improve the performance of the subsequent
supervised learning tasks on limited labeled data.
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1. Introduction
Sequence data is ordered in space or time, which is common around us such
as video, audio or text data. Traditional machine learning models for fixed
length observations are challenged by sequence data. An important reason is
that the length of sequence examples is variable. Typically, sequence models
are specifically designed to deal with sequence data for extensive applications
ranging from computer vision [1, 2] to natural language processing [3]. However,
it is not an efficient way to redesign the entire existing single-observation models
to cater to sequence data. It would be beneficial if we can transform sequence
data to the standard fixed-length feature representation, which can then be
readily accessed by any existing traditional machine learning models.
In this paper, we aim to learn a fixed-length representation given a sequence.
To be applicable to both labeled and unlabeled sequence data, the representation
should be learned in an unsupervised way. Besides, the obtained representation
should be able to capture the informative features contained in the sequence.
One straightforward way is to employ the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) al-
gorithm [4, 5]. To be specific, we can first construct a sequence vocabulary for
reference and then calculate the pairwise distances from a target sequence sam-
ple to all the samples in the vocabulary. The achieved distance vector can be
used as the representation to describe this target sample. Since DTW is good at
aligning two sequences which share a similar shape but may vary in speed, this
representation can capture the shape information well. However, it is difficult
for DTW to explore more latent features that is not related to the global shape.
For instance, while DTW can easily identify the audio content, it is difficult for
DTW to recognize the speaker who utters the audio.
Here we introduce an unsupervised learning model for sequences, called Inte-
grated Sequence Autoencoder (ISA), to learn a fixed-length vectorial represen-
tation. Specifically, our model integrates seamlessly two classical mechanisms
for sequence reconstruction that takes into account both the global and local
features. The representation is learned by minimizing the reconstruction error
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and the whole model can be trained in an end-to-end manner efficiently. Ex-
tensive experiments demonstrated that the learned representation by our model
can not only capture the apparent shape information as well as DTW, but also
summarize the underlying and high-level style information that DTW does not
capture.
One key difference that distinguishes our model from the classical sequence-
to-sequence supervised models used for machine translation [3] or text genera-
tion [6] is that those models predict words out of a vocabulary as a classification
task in decoding. An ending token is added into the vocabulary to indicate a full
stop during the sequence generation (reconstruction). In contrast, our model
reconstructs the input sequence as a regression task. We predict/reconstruct a
continuous feature value for each time step. It is hard for our model to perceive
the temporal progress during decoding. To address this issue, we propose a stop
feature. This acts as a temporal stamp to guide the reconstruction process. It
can potentially help the model to better align the reconstructed sequence with
the input one, which improves the quality of the representation.
2. Related Work
It is straightforward to employ Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm [4,
5] to extract representation for a sequence by calculating the pairwise distance
to a vocabulary of sequences. While the representation obtained in this way is
able to capture the global shape information well due to the specialty of DTW,
it is challenging for it to explore more latent features which is not related to
shape information. Here we propose to combine the ideas from autoencoders
and sequence-to-sequence learning. We discuss related work on both topics
separately below.
Autoencoder is a type of neural network that is designed to learn a latent rep-
resentation for samples by minimizing the reconstruction error [7]. It can be used
for dimension reduction [8] or unsupervised pre-training [9]. Various variations
of autoencoders have been proposed to improve the quality of learned represen-
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tation, such as Denoising autoencoder [10], Sparse autoencoder [11] or Varia-
tional Autoencoder [12]. Autoencoder is typically used for single-observation
tasks, which means the length of input is fixed. In contrast, our model focuses
on learning representation for sequence data whose length is variable.
Sequence-to-sequence Learning aims to learn a mapping function from an
input sequence to an output sequence. It has been extensively studied in many
tasks like machine translation [3, 13] or text generation [6, 14]. It is generally
achieved by first encoding the input sequence to a latent representation and
then decoding it into an output sequence [15]. Typically, the decoding phase is
formulated as a supervised classification task, making it hard to predict real-
valued sequences. Our ISA model tries to avoid this and uses a regression
formulation.
3. Model
Given an input sequence of variable length, our goal is to learn a vectorial
representation in an unsupervised way. The learned representation is required
to: (1) have fixed length, which can be readily used for further processing tasks,
(2) summarize high-level features covering not only the holistic information
contained in the whole sequence, but also the temporal dependencies between
observations. Our proposed model is composed of two core modules: a Holis-
tic autoencoder and an Atomistic autoencoder. They are integrated seamlessly
via a loss function and the whole model can be trained in an end-to-end man-
ner efficiently. We will elaborate on these two modules first and then present
our Integrated Sequence Autoencoder. The graphical structure of the model is
illustrated in Figure 1.
3.1. Holistic Sequence Autoencoder
The goal of Holistic Sequence Autoencoder is to learn a hidden representa-
tion which is able to capture the holistic features for the given sequence. This is
achieved by reconstructing the full sequence from only one hidden representation
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Figure 1: The graphical structure of our Integrated Sequence Autoencoder. Note that xˇT+1
is a virtual node not used in practice.
vector z. Similar to the classical autoencoder, The Holistic Sequence autoen-
coder consists of two parts: (1) the encoder which is used to encode the input
data into a hidden representation z, and (2) the decoder for reconstructing the
input sequence from the hidden representation. We employ Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) [16] as the backbone network for both the encoder and decoder
due to its powerful modeling for the sequence data.
Encoder. The encoder of the Holistic Sequence Autoencoder is in line with
the routine forward pass of LSTM model. Formally, given an input sequence
x1,...,T = {x1, . . . ,xT } of length T in which xt ∈ RD denotes the observation
at the t-th time step of the sequence, the hidden state ht at time step t of the
encoder is modeled as the element-wise product  between the output gate ot
of the LSTM at time step t and the cell state Ct (transformed by tanh):
ht = ot  tanh(Ct), (1)
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where the cell state Ct is calculated by a weighted sum of the candidate cell
state at the current time step C˜t and the cell state in the previous step Ct−1:
Ct = ft Ct−1 + it  C˜t. (2)
Herein, ft and it are respectively the forget gate and input gate to control the
information flow from the previous and current time step. All three gates (it, ft,
ot) and the candidate cell state C
′
t are modeled based on the previous hidden
state and current input observation in a similar nonlinear way. For instance,
the output gate ot (at t-th time step) is computed by:
ot = σ(Wo · ht−1 +Uo · xt + bo). (3)
Herein, Wo and Uo are the transformation matrices and bo is the bias term. The
hidden state hT at the last time step is employed as the summary representation
z for the sequence that we aim for:
z = hT . (4)
Decoder. To optimize the learning of the hidden representation z, our Holis-
tic Sequence Autoencoder attempts to reconstruct the whole input sequence
x1,...,T from z and minimize the reconstruction error to make the reconstructed
sequence as close as possible to the original sequence. As a result, the learned
representation z is encouraged to preserve all the informative features contained
in the sequence. Specifically, we employ another LSTM model as our decoder
to reconstruct the sequence step by step. The reconstructed observation xˆt at
time step t is modeled as:
xˆt = M · g(A · z+B · xˆt−1 +E · hˆt), (5)
which takes into account the summary representation z, the hidden state hˆt
in current step and the reconstructed observation in the previous step xˆt−1.
Here M,A, B and E are mapping matrices and a rectified linear unit (ReLU)
function [17] is used as the activation function g. The hidden state hˆt is derived
similarly to the hidden state ht of the Encoder (Equation 1 and 2). It should be
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noted that the calculation of the three gates (ˆii, fˆt, oˆt) and candidate cell state
Cˆ′t is slightly different from Equation 3, since they also rely on the summary
representation z apart from the hidden state hˆt and reconstructed observation
xˆt−1. For any sˆ ∈ {ˆii, fˆt, oˆt, Cˆ′t}, it is modeled as:
sˆ = σ(Wˆ · hˆt−1 + Uˆ · xˆt−1 + Vˆ · z+ bˆ). (6)
Parameter Learning. Suppose we are given a training setD = {x(n)
1,...,T (n)
}n=1,...,N
containing N sequences of length T (n). We learn all parameters involved in a
Holistic Sequence Autoencoder jointly by minimizing the reconstruction error.
In particular, we minimize the mean squared error between the reconstructed
sequence and the original input sequence for each training sample in D:
Lh =
N∑
n=1
 1
T (n)
T (n)∑
t=1
‖xˆ(n)t − x(n)t ‖2
 . (7)
3.2. Atomistic Sequence Autoencoder
In contrast to the Holistic Sequence Autoencoder, which specializes in cap-
turing the holistic features, the Atomistic Sequence Autoencoder is designed to
focus on modeling the local temporal dependencies between adjacent steps in
a sequence. It also employs a LSTM model as its backbone, but the difference
from Holistic Sequence Autoencoder is that it performs encoding and decoding
using only one LSTM module. As illustrated in Figure 1, we first encode the
input observation xt at time step t into the hidden state ht, which is exactly
same as the Holistic Sequence Autoencoder (Equation 1, 2 and 3). Then the
hidden state ht is decoded to reconstruct the observation xˇt+1 for the next time
step:
xˇt+1 = P · g(F · ht), (8)
where P and F are linearly mapping matrices. Similar to the Holistic Sequence
Autoencoder, all the parameters of Atomistic Sequence Autoencoder are learned
by minimizing the reconstruction error for the training samples:
La =
N∑
n=2
 1
T (n)
T (n)∑
t=1
‖xˇ(n)t − x(n)t ‖2
 . (9)
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Since the observation at each time step is reconstructed from the hidden state
in the previous time step, the Atomistic Sequence Autoencoder tends to focus
on the accuracy of local transitions between time steps in the reconstructed
sequence rather than the global outline.
3.3. Integrated Sequence Autoencoder
To assimilate the merits of both Holistic Sequence Autoencoder and Atom-
istic Sequence Autoencoder, we propose to integrate the two autoencoders. The
resulting model is called Integrated Sequence Autoencoder (ISA). Figure 1 shows
that two autoencoders can be seamlessly integrated by sharing one LSTM mod-
ule. The shared LSTM module is not only used for performing encoding of both
two models, but also responsible for the decoding of the Atomistic Sequence Au-
toencoder. The Integrated Sequence Autoencoder is trained in an end-to-end
manner by computing the weighted sum of Loss functions of two autoencoders:
L = α · Lh + (1− α) · La, (10)
where α ∈ [0, 1] is a hyper-parameter that balances the impact of two sub-
autoencoders.
3.4. Stop Feature
To help our model track the temporal progress during decoding, we propose
a stop feature to guide the reconstruction process. Specifically, we concatenate
a scalar value vt ∈ [0, 1] to the feature vector for each time step [xtvt]T . The
value of the stop feature increases smoothly as the time step moves forward.
Higher value (closer to 1) indicates a closer position to the end of the sequence.
Hence the stop feature acts like a temporal stamp stick to each time step of a
sequence. We investigate three different mechanisms for the stop feature (shown
in Figure 2):
• Linear mechanism: the stop feature value increases linearly with time.
Mathematically, the stop feature vt at time step t of a sequence with total
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length T is defined as:
vt =
t
T
. (11)
• Tanh mechanism: the increase of v is rapid at the beginning of the se-
quence, but slows down at the end. The stop feature vt at time step t is
modeled as:
vt = tanh
(
γ · t
T
)
+ 1− tanh(γ), (12)
where γ > 0 is a hyper-parameter to determine the gradient.
• Exp mechanism: the stop feature value increases exponentially. The stop
feature vt at time step t is modeled as (for γ > 0):
vt = exp
(
γ · t− T
T
)
. (13)
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Figure 2: Three mechanisms for stop feature.
Intuitively, the stop feature can potentially help the model to memorize the rel-
ative temporal location and thus better align the reconstructed sequence with
the input sequence. Consequently, it leads to higher quality of learned repre-
sentation, which is demonstrated by experiments in Section 4.4.
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4. Experiments
We first conduct experiments to compare our ISA model to the DTW al-
gorithm, in which we aim to investigate what is learned by the representations
of both models. Then we perform comparisons between the Holistic, Atomistic
models and our proposed ISA model, and validate our theoretical analysis re-
garding their respective advantages. Subsequently, experiments are performed
to evaluate the effectiveness of the stop feature and its effect on sequence en-
coding. Then, we evaluate our model by feeding the learned representation to a
classifier (i.e., a Support Vector Machine, SVM) and compare the classification
performance to other state-of-the art sequence classification models. Finally,
we conduct experiments to show that our model can be potentially applied
to semi-supervised learning scenario, in which the unlabeled data is leveraged
by our model to enhance the learned representation and thus to improve the
performance of classification tasks on limited labeled data.
4.1. Experimental Setup
4.1.1. Datasets
We conduct experiments on three datasets, selected to show generaliza-
tion across different tasks and modalities: (1) a online handwritten character
dataset (OHC) [18], (2) a audio dataset of Arabic spoken digits [19] and (3) the
CohnKanade extended facial expression dataset (CK+) [20].
The online handwritten character (OHC) data set [18] is a pen-trajectory
sequence dataset that comprises three dimensions of features at each time step:
the pen movement in the x and y directions, and the pen pressure. The dataset
contains 2858 sequences with an average length of 120 time steps. Each sequence
corresponds to a handwritten character that has one of 20 labels.
The Arabic spoken digit dataset [19] consists of 8800 utterances, which were
collected by asking 88 Arabic speakers to utter each of 10 digits ten times.
Each sequence comprises 13-dimensional Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCCs), which were sampled at 11,025Hz, 16 b using a Hamming window.
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We use two different versions of this dataset: (1) a digit version in which the
uttered digit is the class label (10 classes) and (2) a voice version in which the
speaker is the class label (88 classes).
The CohnKanade extended facial expression dataset (CK+) [20] consists of
593 image sequences (videos) from 123 subjects. Each video presents a single
facial expression. We use a subset of 327 videos in our experiments, which
have validated labels corresponding to one of seven emotions (anger, contempt,
disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise). We adopt the shape features
used in [21] as the feature representation. Each frame is represented by the
variation of 68 feature point locations (x, y) with respect to the first frame [20],
which results in 136-dimensional feature representation for each frame in the
video.
4.1.2. Settings
We perform 5-fold cross validation on OHC dataset, and 10-fold cross valida-
tion on CK+ dataset across all the experiments. For the Arabic (digit) dataset,
we use the same data division as Hammami and Bedda [19]: 6600 samples as
training set and 2200 samples as test set. There is no speaker overlap between
them. Regarding the Arabic (voice), we use the samples of the first 8 digits as
training set and the left out samples as test set.
For all the recurrent networks mentioned in this work, the number of hid-
den units is tuned by selecting the best configuration from the candidate set
{32, 64, 128} with a validation set set side from the training set. The loss func-
tion weight α of Integrated Sequence Autoencoder (Equation 10) and the hyper-
parameter γ of the Stop feature in Equation 12 and 13 are tuned by minimizing
the reconstruction error on the validation set. We perform gradient descent op-
timization using RMSprop [22] to train our model. The gradients are clipped in
the interval [−5, 5] [23]. As a way to evaluate our model and DTW, we perform
classification on the learned representations using SVM classifier [24, 25] with
radial basis kernel. The kernel parameter and regularization parameter of the
SVM are tuned with the validation set.
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4.2. Comparison to DTW
The most intriguing question to investigate is whether or not our model
learns the same information as DTW. We perform experiments on the Arabic
(digit) and Arabic (voice) datasets. Specifically, given a test sample, we employ
DTW to calculate the pairwise distances from it to all training samples as
its DTW-based representation, whose dimensionality is therefore the number
of training samples. Then we perform comparisons between this DTW-based
representation and the representation learned by our model, both in supervised
and unsupervised ways.
Evaluation of Classification performance. Typically, a better represen-
tation results in better classification performance. We first evaluate the clas-
sification performance of both representations (from DTW and our model) by
feeding them to the same classifier, i.e., an SVM with the same settings. The
experimental results are presented in Figure 3. Both models perform quite well
on Arabic (digit) dataset, which is a relatively easy task. It is not surprising
for DTW since it is good at aligning two sequences which share a similar shape
but may vary in speed, which fit well with digit classification. However, it fails
to capture the discriminative information for voice (speaker) classification while
our ISA model significantly outperforms DTW. It demonstrates that our model
is able to learn the high-level representation which captures not only the global
shape feature but also the underlying characteristics. Herein, classification on
Arabic (voice) is much more challenging than Arabic (voice)* since there is no
digit overlap between training and test sets for Arabic (voice).
Clustering Visualization. To obtain more insight into what representation
both models have been learned on the Arabic (voice) dataset, we apply t-
SNE [26]. Figure 4 shows t-SNE maps of 50 utterances of the same digit from 5
randomly selected speakers for both models. In the DTW two main clusters can
be distinguished, but within a cluster speakers are confused. The ISA represen-
tation, on the other hand more strongly focus the individual speakers (although
not perfectly: the cluster of the speaker indicated by ‘?’ misses two samples).
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Figure 3: The comparison of classification performance of SVM on representations learned by
DTW and Integrated Sequence Autoencoder (ISA) with stop feature on Arabic (digit) and
Arabic (voice) datasets. Note that Arabic (voice) has no digit overlap between training and
test set while all 10 digits can be seen in both training and test sets for Asterisked Arabic
voice* dataset.
4.3. Comparison of Different Autoencoders
Next we compare the representations learned by the Holistic, Atomistic and
Integrated sequence autoencoders. In particular, we perform classification on
the learned representations with an SVM on four different tasks. The experi-
mental results in Table 1 show that the Holistic autoencoder outperforms the
Atomistic on the Arabic (digit) dataset whilst Atomistic exhibits better per-
formance on voice classification. It is consistent with the theoretical analysis
that Holistic Autoencoder specializes in capturing the global feature while the
Atomistic autoencoder focuses on the local temporal information. Similarly,
Holistic autoencoder performs much better than Atomistic autoencoder on OHC
dataset whose discriminative feature is mainly concerning the global shape of a
sequence. The ISA, which is designed to assimilate the merits of both Holistic
and Atomistic autoencoders, performs best among all the tasks.
To qualitatively evaluate the performance of reconstruction, we visualize
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(a) DTW (b) ISA
Figure 4: t-SNE maps of the Arabic (voice) test data for the same digit uttered by 5 randomly
selected speakers (indicated by different colors and markers), constructed based on (a) DTW
distance (to each training sample) and (b) our Integrated Sequence Autoencoder (ISA). The
DTW distance measure fails to discriminate the samples between voice of different speakers
while our Integrated Sequence Autoencoder is able to handle it well.
Table 1: Classification accuracy (%) on 4 datasets by performing SVM on the learned repre-
sentation of different autoencoders. The best performance per dataset is shown in bold.
Dataset
Model
Atomistic Holistic ISA
Arabic (digit) 68.36 96.23 97.41
Arabic (voice) 32.10 26.88 35.63
OHC 53.01 92.26 94.15
CK+ 96.43 92.50 96.79
the reconstructed sequence of character examples from OHC dataset. Figure 5
presents two examples which are not well handled by Holistic autoencoder,
probably because it is confused between similar handwritten ‘e’ and ‘o’, also
between handwritten ’a’ and ‘u’. It shows that the ISA is able to reconstruct
more accurate sequences than Holistic autoencoder.
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Input Holistic ISA Input Holistic ISA
(1) character ‘e’ (2) character ‘a’
Figure 5: Visualization of some (hard) reconstructed characters (in OHC dataset) by Holistic
autoencoder and Integrated Sequence Autoencoder (ISA). Both subfigures shows that ISA is
able to reconstruct more accurate sequences than Holistic autoencoder. The pen trajectory
moves from blue color to yellow color. Thicker line indicates higher pen pressure.
4.4. The Importance of the Stop Feature
Validation of functionality with synthetic dataset. We first validate the
functionality of the stop feature with a synthetic dataset. We construct the
synthetic data by drawing circles with the same radius but with a different
number of loops (repetitions). Specifically, two classes of circle samples are
constructed: the first class consists of 100 circle samples with 2 loops and the
other class contains 100 samples with 3 loops. Each sample is represented as
a sequence of 2-dimensional features (x and y coordinates) for each time step.
The variable length of sequences is sampled from a uniform distribution within
an interval [50, 200].
We learn the representations of the circle dataset using our Integrated Se-
quence Autoencoder, with and without stop features respectively. The represen-
tations are fed into the SVM classifier to perform classification. Table 2 shows
that ISA without any stop feature performs poorly on discriminating between
circles of 2 loops and circles of 3 loops. It is not surprising since the number
of loops is the only discriminative information available, and this is hardly cap-
tured by the baseline ISA (without stop feature). In contrast, all three different
stop features enable ISA to classify the circles of different loops perfectly.
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Table 2: Classification accuracy (%) on 4 datasets by performing SVM on the learned repre-
sentation of Integrated Sequence Autoencoder (ISA) with and without the stop features. The
best performance per dataset is boldfaced.
Dataset
Model
ISA ISA+Linear ISA+Tanh ISA+Exp
Circle (synthetic) 77.5 100 100 100
Arabic (digit) 97.41 97.05 97.73 96.86
Arabic (voice) 35.63 41.88 36.48 37.61
OHC 94.15 93.12 95.01 94.66
Classification performance on real datasets. Next we conduct similar
classification experiments on 3 real datasets to evaluate the stop feature. The
experimental results in table 2 show that overall the stop feature Tanh and
Linear perform better than Exp.
To gain more insight, we visualize the stop feature values of a reconstructed
character sample by the Integrated Sequence Autoencoder with three mecha-
nisms in Figure 6. It shows that the reconstructed stop features are generally
aligned well with the ground truth. Furthermore, the Tanh mechanism per-
forms more stable and accurate than the other two, especially at the tail of the
sequence. It is probably because the Exp grows exponentially, hence it is getting
harder for the autoencoder to predict the values at tail part of the sequence. It
is consistent with the quantitative results in Table 2 that the stop feature Tanh
and Linear overall outperform Exp.
4.5. Comparison to State-of-the-art Sequence Classifiers
In this set of experiments, we evaluate our model by feeding the learned
representation to an SVM classifier and compare the classification performance
to other state-of-the art sequence classifiers. It is actually not completely fair
because these sequence classifiers train their model using label information while
16
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Figure 6: Visualization of the stop feature of a reconstructed character sample (in OHC
dataset) by Integrated Sequence Autoencoder (ISA). The dashed lines indicate the recon-
structed values and solid lines are the ground truth (input stop feature values).
our model has to learn the representation in an unsupervised way.
The sequence classifiers we use as baseline models are: (1) Hidden-Unit Lo-
gistic Model (HULM) [27], which is a graphical model for sequence classification
employing binary hidden units to model latent structure in the data, and (2)
LSTM-based classifier, which is mounted a softmax layer and cross entropy loss
upon the hidden representation of last time step of LSTM to perform classifi-
cation. Furthermore, the DTW-based representation (with the SVM classifier)
is also taken into comparison.
Table 3 presents the classification performance of 4 classifiers on 5 different
tasks. Our model and DTW+SVM perform very well on Arabic (digit) task
and even outperform the other two dedicated sequence classifiers. It indicates
that both our model and DTW can capture the shape information of the digits
properly. In contrast, DTW performs fairly poor on the Arabic (voice) task
while our model achieves a comparable performance with LSTM model. It is
quite a challenging task since the training and test set have no digit overlap,
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and the models have to generalize to new unseen digits. Our model (as well as
DTW) has to learn and preserve both discriminative digit information and voice
information simultaneously in one representation while the supervised sequence
classifiers are taught by the labels to focus on the voice classification due to the
steering of the label information.
We then investigate an easier case (Arabic (voice*)) in which all 10 digits
appear in both the training and test set. In this scenario, the performance
of our model is on par with the state-of-the-art (by HULM). Regarding the
CK+ dataset whose discriminative information about facial expression is con-
cerning both global and local features, our model achieves the best result and
substantially outperforms other models while DTW does not perform well. It
demonstrates the advantage of our model over DTW that our model is able to
capture the features in both holistic and atomistic levels.
Table 3: Classification accuracy (%) on all 5 problems by different models. Note that there is
no digit overlap between training and test set in Arabic (voice) data while all 10 digits appear
in both training and test sets for Asterisked Arabic voice* dataset.
Dataset
Model
HULM LSTM DTW+SVM ISA-Stop + SVM
Arabic (digit) 95.32 96.05 96.50 97.73
Arabic (voice) 56.14 43.75 9.15 41.88
Arabic (voice)* 94.55 93.01 27.84 93.69
OHC 97.66 (±1.15) 98.08 (±1.48) 97.88 (±1.08) 95.01 (±0.65)
CK+ 93.56 (±4.83) 94.64 (±3.47) 80.36 (±6.13) 96.43 (±4.12)
4.6. Leveraging the unlabeled data for semi-supervised learning
Since our model works in unsupervised way, it can be potentially used in
a semi-supervised learning scenario. Specifically, we can employ our model to
learn high-quality sequence representations by training it on a large amount of
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unlabeled data which is easily obtained, and then train a classifier (like SVM)
on an available labeled dataset which is typically small. Figure 7 presents a
simulation of such semi-supervised learning scenario for our model. We consider
20% of the training data as the labeled data and the left 80% are unlabeled. We
train our ISA model with increasing training data (without using labels!) while
training the SVM classifier with the same subset of labeled 20% data constantly.
We also list the classification performance for other classifiers (LSTM, HULM
and DTW+SVM) as a reference.
We observe that increasing the (unlabeled) training data for our model can
substantially improve the classification performance of the subsequent SVM,
which indicates that leveraging the unlabeled data indeed improves the quality of
learned representations by our model. This is actually a fairly promising result,
since our model provides a feasible way of leveraging a large amount of unlabeled
sequence data for feature refinement to improve the performance of supervised
learning tasks, which cannot be directly achieved by typical supervised learning
methods.
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Figure 7: The Simulation of leveraging the unlabeled data for semi-supervised learning sce-
nario on Arabic (digit) dataset with our ISA model. All classifiers (LSTM, HULM, SVM) are
trained with 20% training data. To simulate the semi-supervised learning scenario, our ISA
model is trained with increasing training data size (20% to 100%) without using labels while
the associated SVM is trained with the same subset of 20% (labeled) training data constantly.
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5. Conclusion
In this work, we present the Integrated Sequence Autoencoder (ISA), an
unsupervised learning model to learn a fixed-length representation for varying-
length sequences. The model combines the ideas from autoencoders and sequence-
to-sequence learning, and integrates two classical mechanisms of sequence re-
construction. The representation learned by our model is able to capture both
the global shape information and local temporal dependencies contained in the
sequence data. Furthermore, we propose a stop feature to guide the reconstruc-
tion process, which helps the model to better align the reconstructed sequence
with the input sequence and thus improves the quality of the learned represen-
tation. We show the generalization of our approach on three datasets that are
across different tasks and modalities. As future work, we intend to extend our
model in such a way that the model is able to adaptively determine when to stop
during decoding rather than reconstructing a sequence of the same length with
the input sequence. Besides, the denoising of the sequence by reconstruction
could be a promising direction.
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